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S1. Lifetimes of HONO and NO\textsubscript{x} and direct HONO emissions (HONO\textsubscript{emi})

As discussed in the main text (Section 3.2.2.1), the contribution of direct emission on the observed HONO could be overestimated when using a constant $\Delta$HONO/$\Delta$NO\textsubscript{x} during the daytime due to the distinctly different lifetimes of HONO ($\tau$(HONO)) and NO\textsubscript{x} ($\tau$(NO\textsubscript{x})). Therefore, during the daytime, when $\tau$(HONO) was shorter than 1 h, HONO\textsubscript{emi} was corrected by multiplying the ratio of $\tau$(HONO)/$\tau$(NO\textsubscript{x}) (see (Eq-3) in the main text). $\tau$(HONO) against OH and photolysis was directly obtained from F0AM model simulations (Wolfe et al., 2016). $\tau$(NO\textsubscript{x}) depends on the NO\textsubscript{2} lifetime and NO/NO\textsubscript{2} ratio regarding the net loss of NO\textsubscript{x} is mainly in the form of HNO\textsubscript{3} produced through OH or NO\textsubscript{3} induced reactions. The equation is shown in (Eq-S1) (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2016).

\[
\tau(NO_x) = \tau(NO_2) \times (1 + \frac{NO}{NO_2}), \tag{Eq-S1}
\]

Net NO\textsubscript{2} loss was through reactions of NO\textsubscript{2} + OH → HNO\textsubscript{3}, NO\textsubscript{3} + VOCs → HNO\textsubscript{3}, and NO\textsubscript{3} + NO\textsubscript{2} + wet surface → HNO\textsubscript{3}, which were considered to calculate $\tau$(NO\textsubscript{2}). Results on HNO\textsubscript{3} production rate are presented in Figure 12 and discussed in Section 3.3.3.2 of the main text. Results on daytime $\tau$(HONO), $\tau$(NO\textsubscript{x}), and HONO\textsubscript{emi} were shown in Figure S6.

S2. A detailed explanation for the MLH employed

A proper level of the employed MLH is of significant importance for parameterizing ground-derived HONO sources, as discussed in Section 3.2.2.4 of the main text. Currently, some studies with ground measurements directly used the boundary layer height (BLH, 1-2 km at noon) instead of MLH. This would largely underestimate the contribution of ground-derived sources, leading to the misunderstanding of HONO formation. In the present study, we could not conclude that the MLH of 50 m (and sensitivity tests for 35-100 m) is the best, but it significantly reduces the uncertainties compared to the use of BLH. Additionally, a reasonable MLH for model study on ground HONO measurements should be in the range we tested. See the explanation below.

Here we assume that the ground surface is the main source of HONO in the atmosphere. This is for example confirmed by recent MAX-DOAS studies (Garcia-Nieto et al., 2018; Ryan et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019; Xing et al., 2021), in which strong gradients were observed in the lower daytime atmosphere. The gradients can be explained by fast photolysis of HONO during the vertical updraft from the ground surfaces (source region of HONO) during the daytime. The mixing layer higher (MLH), i.e., the height to which ground surface produced HONO will be transported, will depend on both the photolytic lifetime of HONO (inverse of J(HONO)) and the vertical mixing of the atmosphere described e.g., by the eddy-diffusion coefficient. In response to the solar zenith angle (SZA), the lifetime of HONO will decrease from morning to noon, which will solely lead to a decreasing MLH. In contrast, caused by the increasing turbulence from morning to noon (Jacob, 1999), the vertical transport of HONO will increase (increasing MLH). If the vertical transport is increasing in the same way as the photolytic lifetime of HONO is decreasing, both effects will exactly compensate leading to a constant MLH as used for simplicity in the present study.
Generally, the MLH could be defined as the height where the HONO concentration – or more precisely the excess HONO concentration exceeding (height-dependent) HONO\textsubscript{PSS} – has decreased to 1/e from its ground surface concentration. Caused by the gradients, a formal source determined from the excess over PSS will be height dependent and stronger when measured close to the ground as done in the present study. The reason for this problem is that the sources are not correctly implemented as flux from the ground surface (molecules m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\)) in a 1D vertical model, but are mathematically treated as a gas phase source in a homogeneously mixing box model, which we used here for simplicity. Thus, the box height has to be even lower than the above-defined MLH and will be better described by the height where the HONO mixing ratio is decreasing to lower values than the measured near the ground surface. A better definition of the height used would be the homogeneous mixing height of the 0D box, for which we used the term MLH for simplicity.

Then we did several steps to scale the MLH used in this study.

A minimum MLH of 35 m was derived based on the assumption that all the P\textsubscript{unknown} could be wholly explained by photosensitized heterogeneous NO\textsubscript{2} reaction on the ground surface in our recent study (Xue et al., 2021).

To scale the maximum of the MLH of HONO, theoretically, the vertical turbulence process within the lifetime of HONO should be considered. For instance, Zhang et al. (2009) estimated the maximum vertical transport distance by turbulent diffusion (Jacob, 1999). A maximum of 350 m at noon time that HONO could reach was obtained. Therefore, MLH for HONO should be much lower than 350 m, which is in agreement with vertical measurements.

Brown et al. (2013) and Vandenboer et al. (2013) both resulted from the same project of Nitrogen, Aerosol Composition, and Halogens on a Tall Tower (NACHTT-11) and the latter one was focused on HONO formation. Vandenboer et al. (2013) conducted similar model simulations with a model height of 150 m. They found significant underestimation in HONO levels, which was attributed to the higher model height compared to the measurement height of 20 m. Hence, to model measurements near the ground surface, a lower MLH than 150 m is needed.

Vertical measurements can further constrain the MLH. A declining HONO trend with altitude was frequently observed in previous vertical measurements (Kleffmann et al., 2003; Meng et al., 2020; Vandenboer et al., 2013; Vogel et al., 2003; Xing et al., 2021; Ye et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2009). We would like to take the measurements in Germany (Vogel et al., 2003), the USA (Vandenboer et al., 2013) and China (Xing et al., 2021) as examples to scale the MLH. From the ground level (4-10 m) to 100 m above the ground surface, Vogel et al. (2003), Vandenboer et al. (2013), and Xing et al. (2021) observed declining HONO levels from ~0.6 to 0.3 (a representative case from Figure 4), from 0.6 to 0.3 (case from Figure 8), and from 4.8 to 1.6 ppbv (case from Figure 5), respectively. All of those cases suggest that near-ground surface measurements were more weighted by ground-derived sources. Moreover, this phenomenon was observed during their whole campaigns including daytime and nighttime, suggesting a similar level of MLH. Hence, a maximum MLH of 100 m appears appropriate for interpretation near-ground surface measurements.

In summary, 0-D modeling with the utilization of ~50 m level could represent a general MLH for studying HONO measurements near the ground surface. Nevertheless, we still should highlight that accompanied efforts, e.g., performing sensitivity tests, should always be made to underline the uncertainties.
Regrading deriving MLH from vertical measurements like Xing et al. (2021), we need to conduct 1D modeling simulations with reasonable transport and a real surface flux of HONO. The model results should be compared with near-ground surface measurements or gradient measurements. However, currently, we don’t have the tool of a 1D model and gradient measurements. Instead, in this study, we tried to scale the MLH using the above methods, which significantly improved the model performance.
Figure S1: Correlation between the measured $J(\text{NO}_2)$ and solar irradiance (Ra).
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Figure S2: (A): Wind rose plot for the wind measurements at the foot of Mt. Tai; (B) and (C): 1-day back trajectories from HYSPLIT (https://www.ready.noaa.gov/HYSPLIT.php).
Figure S3: Relative contribution of each NO$_2^+$ species. PANs = PAN + PPN + MPAN, and Org represents organic nitrates ($\text{RONO}_2 + \text{ROONO}_2$).

Figure S4: Diurnal variations of HONO and HNO$_4$ and their correlations.
Figure S5: Diurnal variations of $P_{\text{unknown}}$ and $\Delta$HONO/$\Delta$t.

Figure S6: (A): Daytime lifetimes of HONO and NO$_x$; (B): HONO$_{emi}$ with a constant $\Delta$HONO/$\Delta$NO$_x$ ratios (Normal) or modified according to the different lifetimes of HONO and NO$_x$ (Modified) and the contribution of modified HONO$_{emi}$ to the observed HONO.
Figure S7: Modeled (Sce-3 with reduced $\gamma_g$ and enlarged $\gamma_a$ of $1.2 \times 10^{-3}$) HONO mixing ratios (Model, in blue) in comparison with observations (Obs, in black). (A): time series; (B): average diurnal variations.

Figure S8: Modeled (Sce-3 with reduced $\gamma_g$ and enlarged EF of 400) HONO mixing ratios (Model, in blue) in comparison with observations (Obs, in black). (A): time series; (B): average diurnal variations.
Figure S9: Daily rainfall amount (Ramount) and daytime and the night-time HONO/NOx.

Figure S10: (A): OH and (B): NO\textsubscript{3} reactivity contributions. Reactivity with other unmeasured species was classified as “other”. Note that Alkenes do not include C\textsubscript{5}H\textsubscript{8} which is separately shown.
Figure S11: Relative contributions of different primary RO$_x$ paths (A): throughout the whole day or (B): during the daytime.
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